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LAND USE, GROWTH AND ORDERLY ANNEXATION

CHAPTER 7:

COMMUNITY CHARACTER,
DESIGN AND THE ARTS
MONTICELLO 2040 VISION + PLAN
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I NT R OD UCTION
Community character addresses Monticello’s physical design and visual
qualities and the ways in which different aspects of Monticello’s landscape and
built environment — especially its buildings, streets, open spaces, public art,
and orientation to the Mississippi River — work together to define Monticello’s
first impressions and identity. Good community design shapes positive perceptions
for Monticello residents, visitors, and investors, and contributes significantly to the
way people interact and experience the environment around them. It also serves
to bring Monticello’s older traditional areas and neighborhoods together with its
newly developing districts as one visually unified and compelling place to live and
work. This chapter provides a policy framework for promoting Monticello’s positive
design qualities and public and cultural arts to improve and beautify the built
environment and transform the community and its neighborhoods.

For Monticello, making appealing places must also involve new prospects for cocreation and the equitable involvement of the community’s varied racial and ethnic
populations. Such involvement will lead to integrating different cultures and
traditions into the everyday life of Monticello residents and achieving sustained
community health, economic opportunities, and social solidarity for all in the
community. Therefore, this chapter also charts a course toward supporting public
art and cultural activities as a means to creating vibrant spaces, engaging new
audiences and in supporting investments in the arts that can provide new jobs,
goods, and services. Sustaining the arts is an expression of local values and can
help make Monticello a more inclusive community.

The key community character, urban design, and arts and culture issues facing
Monticello include:
•

Strengthening community identity through a focus on public spaces, streets,
and Mississippi River water front areas.

•

Promoting design excellence in both the public realm and in newly developing
areas where the community desires careful integration and design compatibility
with existing adjacent neighborhoods and districts.

•

Preserving and enhancing older, traditional neighborhoods to provide visual
reminders of the past while promoting quality living opportunities.

•

Addressing infrastructure design that affect Monticello’s aesthetic
and visual qualities.

•

Pursuing public art and placemaking initiatives that evoke authenticity, a sense
of comfort and well-being, and a collective, shared identity.

Downtown Monticello, Source: Monticello Minnesota History

With these urban design issues in mind, Monticello has many opportunities to
shape its physical realm and visual appearances with a goal of inspiring civic pride
and building on the community’s quality of life. More areas of Monticello can
benefit from the network of open spaces, access to Mississippi River, enhanced
streetscapes, public art, and innovative and creative development design that
captures Monticello’s spirit and character.
Downtown Monticello, Source: Monticello Minnesota History
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MONTICELLO’S BUILT ENVIRONMENT
THE TRADITIONAL CORE
Urban design and community character are important to all cities and
communities. For Monticello, the Mississippi River, parks and natural areas,
and the surrounding semi-rural land largely frames Monticello’s evolving urban
form over the last 166 years — its downtown district, collection of residential
neighborhoods, and its southern developing areas.
First platted in 1854, Monticello’s early urban form comprised the rectilinear blocks
of the traditional downtown district and the surrounding adjacent residential
neighborhoods, blocks aligned with the northwest to southeast direction of the
Mississippi River. Much of Monticello’s original plat remains intact — a classic
urban grid with square blocks consisting of long narrow lots helping to define the
community’s more traditional design character of walkable blocks and comfortable
building scale. It is this development pattern that conveys Monticello’s small-town
character and sense of place.
Starting as a small agricultural market town, Monticello grew and expanded over
time to include a wide range of property types associated with its development
history, from Victorian-era homes adjacent to downtown to the larger-scaled
commercial and institutional developments of the last decades located along
Monticello’s main arterial roadways.
Downtown Monticello features closely set commercial buildings of varying heights
directly alongside the sidewalk. Adjoining neighborhoods feature a diverse range
of housing types from Queen Anne homes of the late 19th century, to Bungalows
of the 1920s, and Ranches of the 1950s and 60s, characterized by deep setbacks
and large irregular lot sizes. Unlike most cities, the downtown waterfront remained
mostly untouched by industrial use, although residential dwelling lots reach to
waterfront, leaving little room for ready public access to the Mississippi River.

THE POST-WAR LANDSCAPE
Like many communities since the Second World War, Monticello’s development
patterns began to shift and change in design character as private and public
investments took advantage of available land at the periphery and the
increasing availability of the automobile to make travel between new residential
neighborhoods, shopping areas, schools, and other facilities easier and
more accessible.

MONTICELLO 2040 VISION + PLAN

Starting in the 1960s and gaining momentum after the 1973 construction of
Interstate 94, the southern edge of Monticello transformed and expanded along
the newly constructed Interstate, with new development on larger land lots
removed from the community’s traditional core. Over succeeding decades, new
commercial areas along Highway 25, 7th Street, Fenning Avenue, and Chelsea
Road ushered in a new era of automobile-reliant development incorporating the
outer boundaries of Monticello and surrounding farmland and featuring large
parking areas and corporate franchise design.
Apart from the commercial areas and shopping districts, the Post-War era
produced new residential neighborhood types to the east, west and south. Rather
than the tightly defined grid of square blocks evident in Monticello’s traditional
core, winding curvilinear streets, homes with private yards and street facing
driveways and garages define the new neighborhood design character along with
duplexes, townhomes, and apartment complexes as the new predominant housing
types. Many new residential subdivisions have open space-like settings in close
proximity to parks, natural features, and agricultural land. Housing style tastes
evolved from those found in the traditional areas to include latter-day Colonials,
Ranches and Millennial Mansions — multi-story large homes sited on smaller lots
with no clear architectural style.
However, beyond Monticello’s development form and design, the community’s
focus in recent years on the addition and enhancement of its green and
open space network serves to connect the community together and promote
Monticello’s distinctiveness as a place with a high quality of life.

MONTICELLO IDENTITY MOVING FORWARD
Community character design policies presented in this chapter encourage
development, whether residential, commercial, and industrial, to respect the
scale, feel and character of existing districts and neighborhoods while supporting
policies and actions that promote high quality development design and community
identity. Such policies should also facilitate development flexible enough to meet
changing economic needs and the creation and implementation of alternative
transportation options that reduce reliance on the automobile. However, most
importantly, future community design must reflect community desires to retain
elements that make-up Monticello’s distinctive small-town character.
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COMMUNITY DESIGN PLANNING

URBAN DESIGN TOOLS

Monticello’s recent planning initiatives, including its 2008 Comprehensive
Plan and the 2017 Downtown Small Area Plan recommended several urban
design strategies and initiatives to enhance the community’s public spaces and
physical environment. The 2008 Comprehensive Plan recognized that Monticello
possessed “…many assets, including a beautiful setting, an excellent location,
and a rich heritage and that it “…seeks to use, preserve and enhance these
assets in building a great place to live, work, shop, and play.” Several plan
policies emphasize maintaining the quality of existing neighborhood areas,
ensuring connectivity within the community, incorporating open and the natural
environment in new development, installing new streetscape and curbside
improvements, and refining building and zoning codes to achieve high quality
architectural design and site placement. New housing and subdivision design
are also a specific focus, especially in reserving “… areas with high amenities for
‘move up’ housing with “…amenities [that] may include forested areas, wetland
complexes, adjacency to parks and greenways.”

Monticello’s principal mechanism for managing community design is through the
Zoning Ordinance, which incorporates design and development standards in its
base zoning classifications and in overlay districts, which mainly focus
on managing the community’s floodplain and natural areas, including land
along the Mississippi River. Development standards focus on basic building
form and site requirements, including lot size and setbacks, height, minimum
floor areas, and roof pitch, off-street parking, signage, as well as building
materials, and landscaping and screening requirements. Building material
requirements vary in each zoning district, although all districts emphasize the
use of quality construction materials and design and architectural consistency
on building elevations.
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The 2017 Downtown Small Area Plan outlines several urban design strategies
aimed at promoting Downtown Monticello’s commercial vitality. The Downtown
Plan’s proposed building façade, storefront, and
signage enhancement
Broadway
programs seek to improve walkability and pedestrian activity, especially along
Broadway Street. New plazas, lighting and “activated” sidewalks can also help
in strengthening downtown’s identity and business environment. Several land
use and urban design framework strategies integrate various urban design and
pedestrian improvements, including pursuing better visual and design connections
to the Mississippi riverfront, adding pedestrian amenities to Pine Street, and
Riv along
facilitating streetscape improvements and new mixed-use development
er S
t
Broadway, Walnut and Cedar Streets. The Downtown Plan also recommends new
public art and streetscaping programs as high priority implementation actions.
Bro
In 2019, the City followed up these recommendations with a streetscaping
adw
ay
initiative along Walnut and Broadway Streets incorporating sidewalk
extensions,
4th
Str
eet
new lighting, and landscaping treatments. Moving forward, the Comprehensive
Plan fully supports implementation of the Downtown Plan.3rItd incorporates these
Str
eet
strategies and recommends a policy framework to further support
them.

Although the Zoning Ordinance refers to the Downtown Small Area Plan for
guidance on future downtown development appearance and architecture,
additional graphics and images can help provide guidance and clarity on meeting
the character area design standards stated within the
Central Community District
D
zoning classification, as are found in the residential districts. Apart from the zoning
ordinance, there are no other urban design tools to encourage and manage
appropriate property rehabilitation in Downtown Monticello and in established
residential areas.

Perspective on Broadway,
looking
west with
a pocket parkPERSPECTIVE
across the street
BROADWAY
STREET
STREETSCAPE
Broadway Character Area:
The and recomendations guidelines on this page
pertain to the area colored on this diagram
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Source: Monticello Downtown Small Area Plan (2017)

Pedestrian
Crossing width Across
Broadway
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Proposed

75 Feet

63 Feet

Broadway - west of Pine Street - has remained physically intact as Downtown’s primary
COMMUNITY
CHARACTER, DESIGN AND THE ARTS
storefront district. Broadway is relatively well-maintained and home to several services
and
community anchors such as the Cornerstone Cafe. However, with growth of retail along the
East-bound Left Turn Lane
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ARTS AC TIVITIES IN M ON T I C E LLO
Local arts and culture provide several important benefits to local communities:
they enhance local quality of life, the business climate, and offer opportunities for
equitable participation in all types of artistic endeavors. Public art, entertainment
venues and community events can have uplifting effects on people, providing
inspiration and motivation to become local creatives and to participate in
community life. Public art and placemaking also animates spaces, creating
attachments to places that might not be in the everyday consciousness of
Monticello residents.
There are many existing assets in Monticello that can build the presence of the
arts, including a supportive municipal government, the Monticello Arts Initiative,
the programs of the Great River Regional Library, the local schools, and a
passionate number of local artists and creatives. The Monticello Arts Initiative
(MontiArts) is a local program that serves to connect and engage local artists
and creatives on public art initiatives, and educational and event programming
with a focus on Downtown Monticello. Since its start in 2018, MontiArts has
sponsored several public art and community projects, including wall murals for
108 West Broadway and 108 Cedar Streets, and collaborated with the Monticello
Farmers Market to produce an arts market featuring products of local creatives.
To underwrite its public art initiatives, the City has provided financial support and
the organization has successfully secured grants from the Central Minnesota Arts
Board. The organization is located in a former auto repair building adaptively used
as its home in the Downtown for community-based arts programming activities
and events.
Apart from MontiArts, arts programming is also provided through the local
schools and other entities. The Monticello-Great River Regional Library offers a
variety of arts-related activities for young children and teenagers, adults, and
seniors, including book clubs, mosaic tile and painting classes, author visits and
conversations, and special art and craft events. The Monticello Public School
District maintains curricula and programs in arts and music. The High School has
a complement of student music ensembles; the Middle School supports an active
choir and singing program. In addition to these, a number of special events and
festivals take place during the course of the year such as Monticello Party in the
Park, Music on the Mississippi, Walk and Roll, Movie in the Park, Art in the Park

and Arts Markets, and the summer Farmer’s Market. Although mainly used for
recreational purposes, the Monticello Community Center often hosts periodic craft
fairs and other indoor special events.

MUSIC ON THE MISSISSIPPI

PUBLIC ART/COMMUNITY EVENTS

ARTS ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES

MONTICELLO FARMER’S MARKET
Source: Monticello Farmers’ Market Facebook Page

WALK AND ROLL
Source: City of Monticello
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MONTICELLO CHOIR PROGRAM
Source: Monticello Public School District
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN
SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY DESIGN
As Monticello grows into the future, both new development and redevelopment
efforts should be cohesive and compatible within existing districts and
neighborhoods, and their design and construction must also meet changing
demands of the economy and the environment. Public spaces, whether streets,
plazas, spaces between buildings, and parks, must also serve and meet several
needs — above all, to accommodate public gatherings, and provide avenues and
facilitate social interaction and cultural expressions. There are essential elements
to ensuring successful community design and character:
•

Block Size - Block size influences the walkability of commercial areas and
neighborhoods. In older, traditional environments, such as a downtown
district, block sizes tend to be more pedestrian-scaled and walkable whereas
in neighborhoods and areas developed in the last 50 years, the focus shifts
from pedestrian access to convenient vehicular travel.

•

Street Frontage - Street frontage refers to how a building or development
orients to the street. In a downtown district, buildings typically adjoin the
sidewalk; in residential neighborhoods, there may be a consistent setback
from the street to provide for front lawns and green space. In newly
developing commercial areas, portions of the frontage may accommodate
parking. The street frontage is a critical urban design attribute that governs
the relationship between a private development and the public sidewalk
and streetscape.

•

Streetscape Realm - Defined as public right-of-way in a neighborhood or
shopping district, including its roadway, sidewalk, landscaping, tree canopy,
and street furnishings. These elements comprise a street’s design qualities.
Effective streetscapes build visual interest, enrich local character, improve
pedestrian safety, unify districts and subareas, and provide spaces for social
interaction.

•

Building Form - Along with street frontages, the overall shape, scale, massing
and lot placement of buildings and structures play critical roles in shaping
the built environment, in particular focusing on areas where compatible
design can make for effective transitions between neighborhoods, and from
residential areas to commercial and employment centers.

•

Architecture - In contrast to building form, architecture focuses on the
features, materials, ornamentation, and fenestration of a particular building
and how it relates to the overall character and feeling of an adjacent
neighborhood or district.
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•

Public Spaces - Beyond streetscapes, public spaces consist of plazas and
squares, parks, and open spaces that serve as gathering spots and meeting
places designed to foster public involvement and social interaction.

•

Gateways - Gateways are key entry points into a community and between
neighborhoods and downtowns, transition areas and other destinations.
Landmark buildings, plazas and public spaces, parks, landscape features and
public art can serve as effective gateway elements.

•

Transition Areas - Transition areas — places between different development
types and land uses — play an important role in creating unified, visually
distinctive districts and neighborhoods. In places of different land use
intensities, buffers and other landscape and urban design treatments
can help to connect places and strengthen Monticello’s aesthetic and
visual qualities.

•

Vistas and View Corridors - Vistas and view corridors offer vantage points
to view a community’s open spaces and natural features while providing a
level of charm to both residents and visitors traveling through the community.
New developments should take advantage of viewsheds and vistas where
possible.

•

Signage and Wayfinding - Signage can contribute to community character
if it is well-designed with appropriate sizes, heights, colors, and illumination
and scaled to both pedestrian and vehicle-oriented environments. Wayfinding
is both public and private signage intended to direct people and visitors
to important places such as downtown, trails, municipal facilities, parks,
shopping areas, hospitals, and other places of interest.

•

Public Art and Placemaking - Public art elevates the quality of urban
environments and often serves as integral elements in the architecture,
landscape setting and design of sites and areas. Public art also provides
many social, cultural, and economic benefits and fosters opportunities for
local artists, residents, and other stakeholders to participate in its creative
processes. Placemaking is a community-based process that shapes the
design and function of public spaces, often incorporating public art and other
urban design treatments and approaches meant to enliven and animate such
spaces for community use and enjoyment.

COMMUNITY CHARACTER, DESIGN AND THE ARTS

The Comprehensive Plan recommends adopting a separate conservation
subdivision code and zoning overlay district to regulate the process. Incentives,
such as density bonuses, can be included in return for dedicating some or
all of the conservation land for public access or for endowing the permanent
maintenance of the open space. In some cases, private land trusts and non-profit
conservation organizations may receive donation and title to the conservation
land in exchange for the land’s long-term maintenance and protection. Prior to
the land’s development, the conservation subdivision code would require an
extensive mapping and inventory of the site’s natural resource assets, as well as
its vegetative cover, topography, soils, and floodplains. This initial map informs
decisions regarding the design of the interconnected open space network.

Downtown Monticello is and shall remain the heart of the community.
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resources, and advance Monticello’s sustainability and resiliency goals. However,
architectural compatibility and connectivity to adjacent areas are key factors to
successful infill development to strengthen the community’s design cohesiveness.
Stock franchise design, large parking lots, incompatible tear down and replacement
design, and a lack of connections are significant threats and obstacles to achieving
that consistent design coherence.
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Conservation subdivision design is an approach to platting and laying out
residential subdivisions that reserves a significant percentage of buildable land
to open space and conservation. Two important goals of conservation subdivision
design are the development of an interconnected network of conservation lands
while promoting more clustered housing arrangements. The percentage of
protected land varies according to project density, rising from 30 to 35 percent
at density levels of three or more dwellings per acre, to 75 to 80 percent at four
or more acres/dwelling. This approach is distinct from earlier clustering and
planned unit development in terms of both the higher open space ratios and in
the conscious design to create community-wide networks of open space. To note,
conservation subdivisions are generally “density-neutral,” meaning that the overall
number of dwellings constructed is similar to those in conventional developments.

Monticello’s traditional neighborhoods north of Interstate 94 represent the
community’s most walkable places, its most diverse housing stock, and its most
character-rich area, contributing to Monticello’s sense of place and identity.
These neighborhood blocks also represent substantial past investment in streets,
sidewalks, parks, and other infrastructure. Maintaining and enhancing these areas
and their housing stock can help increase value and strengthen the visual realm,
making Monticello’s traditional neighborhoods an attractive and desirable place to
live. To achieve this, Monticello should explore financing incentives, which facilitate
neighborhood reinvestment in traditional homes and neighborhoods, balancing
design standards and
goalsEveryone
with these incentives.
Downtown
is For
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The community visioning process established strong resident and stakeholder
support for conservation design approaches in new neighborhood development.
The 2008 Comprehensive Plan already mentions neighborhood conservation
design as a key design approach in preserving natural features and open space
while promoting quality housing products that meet local housing needs. This plan
seeks to continue support for conservation design, suggesting additional goals
and policies for incorporation of conservation design in planning efforts. Although,
there is no formal mechanism within Monticello’s subdivision regulations that
expressly permit and guide the creation of conservation subdivision design, the
strategies contained herein direct the City to undertake such programs to facilitate
the conservation subdivision process.

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION
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CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION DESIGN

Source: Monticello Downtown Small Area Plan (2017)

Existing Buildings
New Buildings
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Monticello Community Center
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COMM UNITY CH ARAC T E R, DE S I G N AN D T HE ARTS G OA L S
Listed below are the Community Character, Design and the Arts goals which were informed by the Community Vision. For the complete set of policies and strategies for the goals refer to
the Implementation Chapter.

GOAL 1: URBAN DESIGN AND PLACEMAKING
Identify, conserve, and promote existing design character and authenticity in Monticello’s traditional downtown and neighborhoods.

GOAL 2: SITE DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
Creative site planning and architecture that establishes a high-quality Monticello built environment, protects valuable natural resource assets, and builds
Monticello’s identity.

GOAL 3: DESIGN TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
Architectural, landscape, streetscape, and overall community design that encourages economic vitality, improves Monticello’s overall visual quality and supports
a sense of place and patterns of activity.

GOAL 4: ARTS, CULTURE AND EQUITY
Public art programming and opportunities for artistic and cultural expression and collaboration within Monticello.
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